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EconJourney Purpose
Goals and Objectives
Welcome to EconJourney! The purpose of EconJourney is to enhance your
understanding and comprehension of microeconomics, while also making the connec�on
clearer between microeconomics and your daily life. EconJourney takes key, microeconomic
terms and concepts outside of the generic textbook and classroom se�ng, and challenges you
to use these concepts in a unique, yet meaningful, way. The goal is to show that
microeconomics is applicable in many aspects of your own life, even if economics is not the
career path that you wish to take. EconJourney forces you to think crea�vely to write a unique
story narra�ve that incorporates these common, microeconomic terms and concepts.
Your story narra�ve will consist of 16 wri�ng assignments over the course of a semester,
consis�ng of 12 stage submissions, 3 chapter submissions, and a ﬁnal story submission. Each
week you will submit a stage, a minimum 300-word sample of wri�ng using at least one of that
week’s microeconomic terms. As the semester con�nues, each stage will build upon the next
un�l you have a story narra�ve consis�ng of 12 stages. For each stage, or each week, you will
be given 3 microeconomic terms or concepts, and it is your responsibility to crea�vely use at
least one of those terms in your stage wri�ng. You have complete control of your story and are
encouraged to be as crea�ve as possible. As the semester con�nues, your story should
con�nue week to week. Taking into account grader feedback a�er each submission, you will
be able to see whether you are correctly using the economic terms outside the classroom. This
feedback also oﬀers you the opportunity to become a beter writer. With EconJourney, you will
be able to understand the importance of the microeconomic terms, see how basic concepts
can be applied in your own life, and have the ability to become a more crea�ve writer as you
further develop your wri�ng skills.
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Roles
Choosing a Role
For each ‘Journey’ you take part in, you will have the op�on to choose one of three
roles. These roles consist of a Leader, Ac�vist, or Entrepreneur. No mater which role you
choose, you will have the same number of assignments and responsibili�es as the other roles.
In addi�on, no role oﬀers more capabili�es than the other on the EconJourney website. The
only thing that diﬀers between roles is the challenge story and the Story Coach atributes and
corresponding badges for each stage. These features are explained later in this manual.
Although the underlying theme of the challenge story for each role is similar, the diﬀerent roles
and their matching challenge stories oﬀer you, and your peers, the ability to look at similar
situa�ons in varying perspec�ves or lens. It is also important to note that no mater which role
you choose, whether it be a Leader, Ac�vist or Entrepreneur, all microeconomic terms are
consistent each week. That means for each role, every stage’s microeconomic terms are exactly
the same. This allows all student assignments to be consistent throughout the semester,
keeping you, and your classmates, responsible for the same terms and concepts.
Whether you choose to be a Leader, Ac�vist, or Entrepreneur, the Story Coach layout
for each role is the same. This means for each stage, you will be responsible for reading a stage
from the challenge story, answering three challenge ques�ons based on the challenge stage,
selec�ng an atribute which will fork the story, and submi�ng a stage to your own Journey.
Steps on how to choose one of the three roles is described later in this manual under Site
Navigation. However, to help you decide which role to choose, the following gives a quick
descrip�on of what you can expect under each role.
Leader: You have grown up playing the guitar and have learned to enjoy all that music
can oﬀer. However, when your family begins to face signiﬁcant challenges, you are forced to
make some diﬃcult choices. Deciding to go to the Big Apple, you throw yourself into the city
that has inﬂuenced many music movements throughout �me. You decide to take advantage of
the city in hopes you can become the next big star – whether that be in a band or as a solo
ar�st. Will you be able to achieve your dream and solve your family’s problems?
Activist: Although you have enjoyed playing the guitar your en�re life, you decide it is
best to put your hobby aside to help save your family. You decide to head to NYC and get a job
in hopes you will be able to provide your family with addi�onal income and assistance.
However, when an unexpected property developer threatens your job and livelihood, you
decide to take ac�on. You have never been afraid to ﬁght for what you believe in, and others
reluctance will not prevent you from speaking out. Do you think your opinion will mater?
Entrepreneur: Discover what it takes to open your own music venue in the city
controlled by �meless venues such as Radio City Music Hall and nightclubs like Studio 54. You
have always had a knack for music, and hope you can turn your interest into a successful
business. With your family’s survival on the line, will you be able to overcome the obstacles to
achieve your goal?
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Deliverables
Challenge Story & Questions
Each week, prior to your stage submission, you will be given a challenge stage to read
and a set of challenge ques�ons to answer. These challenge ques�ons not only aim to help you
make a direct connec�on between the given microeconomics concepts and the corresponding
challenge story, but also to s�mulate your crea�vity. Challenge ques�ons begin each week
with a sample stage or piece of wri�ng, which is part of a larger challenge story, that correctly
uses all three of that week’s concepts. This sample stage acts as an example of how your stage
assignments should look, sugges�ons on how the concepts can be applied in ways besides
their textbook deﬁni�ons, and gives you, the student, a beter sense of the expecta�ons of the
assignment. Below is what the ﬁrst challenge stage looks like under the Leader role. This
sample uses the concepts scarcity, choice, and opportunity cost.
“You have just completed your senior year of high school and dream of attending a
college that will shape you to become the musician you have always wanted to be. Since
you were young, music has been a big part of your life. When you’re not practicing your
guitar, you like listening to your favorite bands perform while memorizing their strums.
Your parents, on the other hand, do not believe your dreams are realistic. You all live in
a small apartment and are just scraping by to pay the rent. Every time you bring up your
dream of becoming a professional guitar player, your parents just laugh and remind you
how expensive it is. “If we can barely aﬀord to feed a family of 3, how do you expect us
to send you to college?” your mom always says. You know your parents are right. You
decide to put your dreams of being a professional guitar player aside and help your
family out. You get a job at the local pizza shop down the road and although it doesn’t
pay much, it’ll still be enough to help with rent and groceries. Maybe in a couple years
you can attend college but for now, helping your family is your ﬁrst priority. Your mom
is extremely proud of your maturity and decision to help the family. Making your parents
happy and being able to help them really makes you feel good about yourself. You decide
to pick up a few more shifts at the pizza shop in order to help them even more. Although
this means less time for you to practice your guitar, you know it’ll make your parents
happy and help relieve some of the stress in their lives.
To be continued…”
Each week, you will read a challenge stage, similar to what is shown above, prior to your
stage submission. The 12 challenge stages are part of a larger challenge story. Similarly, to how
each challenge stage serves as an example for how your weekly stage submissions should look,
the larger challenge story is an example of how your ﬁnal story should be structured by the end
of the semester. The ﬁrst challenge stage demonstrates how economic terms can be seamlessly
integrated into a story, and can act as inspira�on for the beginning of your own story. However,
keep in mind, your own story should not be similar in content to the challenge story or any
challenge stages. To prevent this from happening, you are encouraged to create your own
unique character and storyline.
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Only a�er you have read the challenge stage each week, will you be able to answer the
three challenge ques�ons whose answers come directly from the reading. Each challenge
ques�on asks you to correctly iden�fy the sentence in the challenge stage that best exempliﬁes
a given microeconomic concept. In order to move on, and unlock that week’s assignment, you
must answer each ques�on correctly. However, you are not penalized for wrong answers. This
exercise will help you understand how to accurately integrate that week’s terms into a
narra�ve without using textbook deﬁni�ons. The ﬁrst challenge ques�on for the ﬁrst challenge
stage is below.
Ques�on 1: From this stage, which sentence best exempliﬁes this week’s concept of scarcity?
 Green Sentence
 Red Sentence
 Pink Sentence
 Blue Sentence
 Orange Sentence
As you can see from above, you will be given ﬁve diﬀerent sentence op�ons for each
challenge ques�on even though there are only three microeconomics concepts each week.
This gives you the ability to see correct and incorrect examples of how to use each concept for
that week, enforcing the importance of seamlessly integra�ng the terms into your story. It is
important that you do not reiterate textbook deﬁni�ons or even state the concept blatantly.
The challenge ques�ons prove that there are subtle, yet eﬀec�ve, ways to describe the terms
and concepts. Keep in mind, your goal with your story is to use story details to prove your
understanding of the concept. EconJourney wants to ensure you are not just memorizing
microeconomic deﬁni�ons, but instead, thoroughly understanding each concept in such a way
that you can apply the concept outside the classroom.
Attributes and Badges
A�er you correctly answer all three challenge ques�ons each week, you will be
prompted to answer a ﬁnal ‘atribute’ ques�on. This is done prior to submi�ng your week’s
stage assignment. This ‘atribute’ ques�on allows you to control how the challenge story will
con�nue, or fork. Each week, the character in the challenge story faces a problem, and you
have the ability to choose how the character responds to that problem. Not only do you have
complete control of your own story, you have inﬂuence over how the challenge story
con�nues week to week. Depending on which atribute you select, the challenge story will fork
in a diﬀerent direc�on and change the outcome. The atribute ques�on from the ﬁrst stage
under the Leader role is shown on the next page.
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Ques�on 4: Con�nue the story! What would you do next?
 You completely disregard your dreams of becoming a professional guitar player. You decide
to sell your guitar for more money to help your family out and start to work full �me at the
pizza shop. You didn’t really think you were that great at playing the guitar anyways. HUMBLE
 You really like the feeling you get when you see your parents’ faces light up when you hand
them over rent and grocery money every week. You decide to s�ck with your extra shi�s at
the pizza shop and will just prac�ce your guitar whenever you get the chance. You would
rather help your parents out and decide to put your own dreams on the back burner. KIND
 You become determined to fulﬁll your passion of playing music while also helping your
parents out at home. Yes, your parents are important to you and you’re willing to keep
helping them but, you will not give up your dreams of going to music school. On your breaks
at the pizza shop and when you’re not helping out around the house, you decide to look for
inexpensive schooling op�ons. Maybe you can keep working at the pizza shop to help your
family while you take classes online. IMAGINATIVE
As seen above, there are three atribute selec�on op�ons that you can choose from.
Each ‘atribute’ represents a personality trait. These atributes allow you to further develop
the plot of the challenge story, and the story’s character. In addi�on, these atribute ques�ons
will further assist you in your weekly stage submissions. It is highly recommended that you
incorporate the chosen atribute into your own story each week. To have a crea�ve and
engaging story, you need to have an in-depth main character. Incorpora�ng the chosen
atribute each week in your own story, will allow your character to develop each week,
resul�ng in a more engaging and interes�ng story. As the semester goes on, the atributes
become increasingly more demanding (from kind to wisdom), encouraging further character
development. In turn, the atribute incorpora�on will help you become a beter and more
crea�ve writer.
The second piece to the atribute ques�ons incorporates the use of badges. For each
stage, a�er you answer all three challenge ques�ons and select an atribute to fork the
challenge story, you will earn a badge based on the atribute you select. Each atribute has a
badge associated with it. If you select kind as the atribute in Stage 1 under the Leader role,
you will earn the badge associated with kind. All badges you earn are viewable on the right
side of Dashboard on the EconJourney website, which is described later in this manual. The
badges act as achievements, solidifying your progress through your Journey. On the next page
are the badges for the ﬁrst two stages under the Leader role.
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Stage & Chapter Assignments
As stated above, you will submit a total of 16 wri�ng assignments over the course of the
semester. You will be responsible for one wri�ng assignment due each week on the same day
and �me. For example, assignments could be due Monday at 5:00 pm every week. The goal is
to have one, cohesive story by the end of the semester and each wri�ng assignment is simply
the next part of your story. There are 12 stages, 3 chapters, and 1 complete story assignment
due throughout the semester.
Once you answer the atribute ques�on and earn a badge, you will be provided with a
textbox. It is here that you will write and submit your weekly stage assignment. Each stage
should be writen similarly (in structure, not content) to the challenge stage that you read
prior. Although the challenge stage uses all three of that week’s microeconomic concepts, you
are only required to use one of that week’s terms in your assignment. However, you can use
more than one concept if you would like. Many students do so without knowing since each
week’s concepts are closely related. However, for learning and execu�on purposes, it is beter
if you are able to fully understand and integrate one microeconomic concept thoroughly in
your stage, rather than brieﬂy men�oning all three. In this case, quality triumphs quan�ty. In
addi�on to wri�ng your own, unique story using at least one microeconomic concept in each
stage, you are required to write a minimum of 300 words. In the textbox where you submit
your wri�ng assignments, there is an automated word count, sta�ng approximately how many
words you have writen thus far. Only a�er the 300-minimum word count has been reached,
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will you be able to submit your stage or wri�ng assignment. A preview of the textbook where
you will submit your weekly stage assignments is shown below.

Since the challenge story and stages are examples of what you are expected to write, it
is important to know that you are s�ll required to come up with your own original story. All
graders will be able to iden�fy if you submit an assignment too closely related to the given
example. If this happens, points will be deducted from your assignment according to the rubric.
Grading is explained in more detail in the Grading Rubrics sec�on in this manual. Below is an
example of a student submission for the ﬁrst stage which requires use of at least one of the
following terms: scarcity, choice, or opportunity cost. This student con�nued this story
throughout the course of the semester, integra�ng new concepts each week.
In 1924, sixteen-year-old, Pascal Adessi, stepped onto the wooden planks of the docks
at New York City’s harbor. After traveling more than 4,200 miles from a small town in
Northern Italy, Pascal and his family had arrived in NYC. Leaving behind his father’s
successful pizzeria, Adessi Pizzaiolo, along with his friends, Pascal was hesitant to
move to a country he had only heard about, and never seen. Overwhelmed by the
skyscrapers that shaped NYC’s skyline, Pascal became a homebody and rarely left the
apartment he and his family began renting.
Six years later, after losing both of his parents, and not being able to support himself,
Pascal was forced to move in with his Aunt in Greenwich, Connecticut. At age 22, in
hopes of honoring his parent’s legacy, Pascal sought to open an authentic Italian
pizzeria in his new hometown. Pascal asked his older cousin, Giuseppe, who had been
born in Connecticut, and was now a ﬁnancial advisor and a part-time real-estate
agent, to be partners and open Adessi Pizzaiolo II. However, never attending school
and only being aware of his parents’ famous recipes, Pascal was not sure how to start
a new business. To make the problem worse, the newspaper began to report that
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tomatoes were to be in shortage this season, an ingredient necessary to recreate his
family’s recipes that had been forged over 100 years prior. Therefore, due to the lack
of tomatoes, Pascal had a choice to make. He had to weigh the costs and beneﬁts of
opening this pizzeria. The decision was to either open the pizzeria, in the midst of a
tomato famine, or focus on his education and go to school. Due to the fact Pascal
would not be able to open Adessi Pizzaiolo II and go to school simultaneously, the cost
of doing one and not the other would be either the loss of an education or the loss of
income possibly earned from the pizzeria being a success.
In addi�on to the 12 individual stage assignments, you will
also be responsible for 3 chapter assignments. The purpose of
these assignments is to make sure you are con�nuing the same
story each week. These chapter assignments also oﬀer you the
chance to improve your wri�ng and previous stage assignments
based on grader feedback. The chapter assignments are due on
weeks where no stage assignments are due (see the suggested
semester schedule on the next page). A�er every four stages, you
will compile your last four stage assignments into a single
document. You are encouraged to add transi�onal sentences to
eliminate any disconnect between stages, and allow the wri�ng to
ﬂow more smoothly. At this �me, it is important to take advantage
of the feedback that you have received, and make improvements
based on that feedback, so your chapter assignments are as close
to perfect as possible. Each chapter assignment should also reach
the minimum 750-word count.
For each chapter assignment, you should not be
incorpora�ng any new economic concepts, but instead, be
focusing on the wri�ng and story aspect of the assignment.
Chapter 1 consists of stages 1 through 4, Chapter 2 consists of
stages 5 through 8, and Chapter 3 consists of stages 9 through 11.
For stage 12, there is not an actual stage assignment due. Instead,
it is recommended that you use stage 12 to write a ﬁnal
conclusion to your narra�ve.
To the right is a preview of where you will submit your
chapter assignments. As you can see, you can easily access your
corresponding previous stages for the given chapter, allowing
simple edi�ng capabili�es and copy and paste. In addi�on, you are
given addi�onal advice to making your chapter assignments a
success. The layout is very similar to your stage assignments.
The week following your Chapter 3 submission, you should
be focusing on combining all of your stages into one, cohesive ﬁnal
story. You should take this �me to focus on the wri�ng conven�ons
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of your ﬁnal story, taking into account grader feedback you have received all semester long.
Once again, reviewing grader feedback will help you perfect your wri�ng and ﬁnal story. See
Appendix A for an example of a student’s ﬁnal story. To understand the assignment �meline, a
suggested semester schedule is provided below.
Suggested Semester Schedule:
Week

Concepts

Assignment Due

Week 1

Scarcity, Choice, Opportunity Cost

Stage 1

Week 2

Specializa�on, Compara�ve Advantage, Trade

Stage 2

Week 3

Market, Equilibrium, Alloca�ve Eﬃciency

Stage 3

Week 4

Price Controls, Price Ceiling, Ineﬃciency

Stage 4

Week 5

Chapter 1

Week 6

Demand Curve, Elas�city, Total Revenue

Stage 5

Week 7

U�lity, Budget Constraint, Marginal U�lity Per Dollar

Stage 6

Week 8

Diminishing Marginal Product, Cost Per Unit of Output,
Fixed/Variable Inputs

Stage 7

Week 9

Perfect Compe��on, Entry and Exit, Eﬃciency

Stage 8

Week 10

Chapter 2

Week 11

Monopoly, Barriers to Entry, Market Power

Stage 9

Week 12

Diﬀeren�ated Products, Monopolis�c Compe��on, Long-Run
Ineﬃciency

Stage 10

Week 13

Oligopoly, Collusion, Coopera�ve Equilibrium

Stage 11

Week 14

Chapter 3

Week 15

Final Story
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Grading Rubrics
To help you understand how your assignments will be graded throughout the semester,
all grading rubrics are described below. There are two rubrics that your assignments will be
graded on. There is one rubric for stage assignments, and a second rubric for both the chapter
assignments and the ﬁnal story assignment. Below is the rubric for all stage assignments.
1 – Weak

2 - Adequate

3 - Strong

4 - Excep�onal

Content

Unacceptable use
of concepts; litle or
no comprehension

Acceptable use
of concepts;
limited
comprehension

Good use of
concepts; eﬀec�ve
comprehension

Excellent use of
concepts; excellent
comprehension

Presenta�on

Many spelling,
grammar, and
punctua�on errors;
sentence
fragments;
incorrect use of
capitaliza�on

Some spelling
and grammar
errors;
acceptable
structure through
use of sentences
and paragraphs

Minimal spelling
and grammar
errors; eﬀec�ve
structure

Correct spelling,
grammar, and
punctua�on;
complete
sentences

All stage assignments will be evaluated on their content and presenta�on. The content
category looks at your use of the microeconomic terms and your understanding of the
concepts as a whole. You are required to use at least one term per stage, and you should
demonstrate knowledge of the term using mul�ple story details. Your understanding of the
concepts is based on how you have used the term/terms in your story. If you simply state a
term, without any background or story details to further prove your knowledge, you would fall
under the “weak” category. If you go above and beyond by thoroughly integra�ng one or more
terms in your story, use mul�ple story details and/or characters, and prove to the reader that
you are knowledgeable of the term/terms being used, you would fall under the “excep�onal”
category. It is important to know that points will be taken oﬀ from this category if you simply
state glossary deﬁni�ons, do not include a concept at all, or seem to have just copied the
challenge story. The second category details the presenta�on of your wri�ng. This category
includes spelling, grammar, tone, punctua�on, and any other wri�ng conven�ons.
With this grading scheme, you have the opportunity to receive a maximum of 8 points
(4 for content and 4 for presenta�on) and a minimum of 0 for stage assignments. For every
point that is taken oﬀ, graders should explain their reasoning for a deduc�on via comments.
Since you will eventually be passing in each stage an addi�onal 2 �mes (once for the
corresponding chapter assignment and once for your ﬁnal story), it is important that graders
leave comments so you do not receive points oﬀ for the same mistake a second �me. If your
grader does not leave detailed comments and/or the comments are unclear, feel free to talk to
your professor or contact EconJourney tech support to speak to graders more directly.
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The rubric for chapter assignments and the ﬁnal story is below. Since chapter
assignments and the ﬁnal story assignment are par�ally revisions of previous work, there is a
more in-depth rubric. Prior to submi�ng these assignments, you have the ability to revise
your wri�ng, and are expected to put in the necessary eﬀort to improve your assignments
based on grader feedback. Therefore, due to this, and the lengthier nature of these
assignments, an addi�onal “Organiza�on” category will be used.
1 - Doesn’t Meet

2 - Par�ally
Meets

3 - Nearly Meets

4 - Meets

5 - Exceeds

Ideas

Does not
demonstrate
understanding of
important concepts

Concepts
underdeveloped,
lack of
suppor�ng
evidence

Wri�ng is at
�mes unclear or
uncertain; some
“ﬂuﬀ”

Ideas clearly
explained and
fully
supported
with evidence

Demonstrates
rich
understanding of
concepts; ideas
supported well;
wri�ng is both
informa�ve and
engaging

Organiza�on

Litle or no evidence
that writer is
thinking about the
text as a whole, e.g.
thesis lacking or
nonexistent; unclear
how ideas relate;
missing appropriate
transi�ons; etc.

Ideas related,
but explana�ons
and evidence
unclear or
nonexistence;
paragraph order
ques�onable;
weak transi�ons,
conclusion,
and/or
introduc�on

At �mes unclear
how sentences,
ideas, or
evidence relate
to one another.
Structural
elements
(introduc�on,
thesis, closing) in
need of
improvement.
Perhaps could
have used one
more revision

Wri�ng is
focused.
Sentences,
ideas, and
evidence all
follow one
another
logically

Evidence that
writer has
seriously
considered all
elements of
structure from
global (thesis,
main points) to
local (sentences
connected)

Professional
Presenta�on

Writer has paid litle
aten�on to how
text looks: frequent
typos/errors; writer
demonstrates litle
or no sense of how
to write for a
business audience;
sentences full of
“ﬂuﬀ”

Wri�ng is at
�mes vague,
imprecise,
and/or unclear;
many
typos/errors;
writer has been
careless about
adhering to
conven�ons

Language is clear,
though writer
does not seem to
understand the
audience for this
assignment;
writer did not ﬁx
easy-to-spot
typos, neglected
some
conven�ons; one
more revision
would’ve made a
big diﬀerence

Sentences
mostly free of
excess words;
writer has
command of
word choice
and
understands
purpose and
audience for
this text; text
is mostly
error-free

Sentences are
engaging and
interes�ng; clear
sense of purpose
and audience;
text free of
errors; writer
clearly has ﬁrm
grasp of business
wri�ng
conven�ons

Economic
concepts

How story ﬂows
logically,
paragraphs,
intro/conclusion

Spelling,
grammar, runon sentences,
etc.
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The “Ideas” and “Professional Presenta�on” sec�ons of this rubric are similar to the
categories of the stage rubric, but more detailed. Instead of receiving 4 points per category, you
can now receive up to 5 points for each. This makes your total grade for these assignments out
of 15 points. The “Idea” sec�on focuses on your use of microeconomic concepts in your story,
and your understanding of the terms being used. The “Professional Presenta�on” sec�on
focuses on your wri�ng conven�ons.
The addi�onal “Organiza�on” category is used in this rubric since it is being used to
evaluate lengthier pieces of wri�ng that are a combina�on of smaller wri�ng assignments. For
chapter assignments and the ﬁnal story, you should be able to take your previous assignments
and organize them eﬀec�vely. If you simply copy and paste your stages together without
adding transi�onal sentences, or other needed elements, points will be deducted from this
category. Although you may write your individual stages in such a way that copy and pas�ng
them together creates a strong and cohesive story, this is not the case for everyone. Some
planning, organizing, or rearranging may be needed to make your story comprehensible.
Again, graders are encouraged to explain why points were deducted. Grader comments will
help you understand and improve upon mistakes made in these assignments.
It is also important to note that you, or other students, may want to completely change
your story when it is �me to submit a chapter assignment. Although you will not need to resubmit previous stage assignments, you should understand that your 3 chapters will s�ll need
to be combined to create one, complete story at the �me of your ﬁnal story submission.
Therefore, if you decide to re-write a chapter, know it is acceptable, but will require more
work when you submit your ﬁnal story. If you re-write your story for a chapter assignment, you
will not be penalized or have points deducted as long as the assignment meets the
requirements laid out in the rubric.
Story Planning Worksheets
Since each assignment essen�ally builds on the previous one, you are encouraged to
con�nue your story week-to-week. In order to oﬀer you, and other students, assistance in
planning your actual storylines, these story planning worksheets will be provided to help foster
crea�vity and organiza�on.
As you are introduced to more economic terms as the semester goes on, it will be easy
to lose focus on your actual story, and focus solely on using the economic terms. However, to
do well, you need to use the economic terms and write a cohesive, unique story. These
worksheets will help keep you on track with your story’s plot, and help integrate the terms into
your storyline. These worksheets aim to prevent you from building your story around the
economic terms. Keep in mind you will receive credit for comple�ng each worksheet, so make
sure you put in suﬃcient eﬀort and complete each and every one. All worksheets are available
on the EconJourney Website under Worksheets in a ﬁllable PDF. The next few pages show the 5
story planning worksheets and give a brief explana�on of each.
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Introduc�on Worksheet:
The introduc�on worksheet will be given during the ﬁrst few days of class, a�er the
EconJourney process is explained to you and your classmates. This worksheet is to help you
start thinking about a poten�al storyline. Only taking into considera�on the term scarcity,
which is ul�mately what your story will be based on, you are free to come up with some
crea�ve ideas. The botom 3 boxes force you to start thinking about your main character. Some
students lose sight of their narra�ve and try to write more of an essay-style assignment. To
avoid this, you are asked to start building a main character for your story. This will help you
maintain an actual narra�ve, and start to get an idea of how your story is going to play out.
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Chapter 1, 2, & 3 Worksheets:
The next three worksheets will be given out about a week before each chapter
assignment is due. The ﬁrst page of the worksheet gives a short outline and possible summary
of a story that uses all the microeconomic terms for that chapter. Although this is not exactly
how your story will look, it provides an example and an overarching storyline that you may
follow. The ﬁrst page also shows how each stage ﬂows and connects to each other visually. The
second page of the worksheet gives you space to summarize your own stages, and see if they
ﬂow together as planned. You are reminded of the concepts for each stage, and given a space
to insert a transi�onal sentence that will help you make a connec�on between stages. The ﬁnal
page gives you the rubric that the assignment will be graded on, and a list of common mistakes
that should be avoided. Each chapter worksheet has the same layout and informa�on, besides
the stage informa�on/outline and example summary.
These worksheet exercises are here to help you make the connec�on between your
stages, and beter plan your chapters prior to submission. These worksheets will help show if
your story is missing any details or does not make sense stage to stage. This is your chance to
iden�fy any mistakes by seeing all your stage wri�ngs in one place.
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Final Story Worksheet:
The last worksheet will be given to you about a week before your ﬁnal story is due.
Some students easily connect their stages into chapters, but have trouble connec�ng their
chapters into a cohesive story. This worksheet is to prevent you from having this diﬃculty. The
ﬁrst page is simply an outline of your story, ignoring the microeconomic concepts from each
chapter. This aims to help you focus on building your ﬁnal story, and making sure there is a
clear introduc�on, story development, and conclusion. You are asked to summarize your
chapters in the provided boxes to see if your story follows the normal narra�ve patern. There
are some sugges�ons above each box that you can incorporate into your story if you wish. The
second page gives you the opportunity to take your completed story, and integrate the
microeconomic concepts. This should already be done in your chapter wri�ng, but this is your
chance to make sure the concepts are developed and clear to the reader. You can use this part
to look at grader feedback to make changes, ensuring everything ﬂows together cohesively.
This is the ﬁnal check to make sure your story makes sense, is complete, and the concepts are
integrated adequately.
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Peer Reviews
The peer review process is one of the ﬁnal exercises that will help you and your
classmates iden�fy mistakes. The peer review process entails you comple�ng the peer review
worksheet for another student’s assignment a�er you complete each and every chapter
assignment. This allows you and your peers to construc�vely cri�que each other’s wri�ng,
while also exposing yourself to how others are wri�ng their stories. It is at this point that you
can see diﬀerent ways the microeconomic concepts are being used, and get addi�onal
feedback to improve your own wri�ng.
Once you complete and submit a chapter assignment, the EconJourney website will
automa�cally match you with a student peer who has completed the same chapter
assignment. Once matched, you can download the PDF version of your peer’s submission and
review their chapter assignment according to the peer review worksheet. Your matched peer
will do the same with your chapter assignment. It is the responsibility of both students to ﬁll
out the peer review worksheet for their partner, pass in the completed document for credit,
and give feedback to their partner so they can make appropriate changes.
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The peer review worksheet is seen below. The ﬁrst page is a reverse-EconJourney
assignment where you are required to pick out the concepts from your partner’s story. You
need to iden�fy all possible concepts, come up with your own deﬁni�on, and give the loca�on
that the concept appeared in the story. If your peer tries to use one of the microeconomic
terms, but you cannot iden�fy it, or iden�fy the wrong concept, that tells your peer he/she
needs to add more details to make the term clearer. If you are not able to iden�fy the
concepts, it is likely the grader will not be able to either, and points will be deducted from the
assignment. Since your partner will be doing the same, this exercise is helpful to both of you.
The second page gives you more room to write about your peer’s story and how it is
writen. There are some short answer ques�ons and a quick checklist for you to complete. The
short answer ques�ons force you to think more cri�cally about the story elements and provide
advice that may help improve your peer’s assignment. The checklist is there as a quick exercise
to iden�fy common wri�ng mistakes. The items on the checklist are also the same issues that
students were reminded of in the “Don’t Forget” box on each chapter worksheet. The last page
is a ﬁnal check that provides a few more cri�cal ques�ons and space to give any addi�onal
feedback you may have. A�er going through this exercise, you will hopefully have ideas on how
to improve your story, and be able to see how your peers are comple�ng their Journeys.
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Site Naviga�on
Registration
To register for EconJourney, you will need to go to econjourney.com on a computer or
your mobile device. In the upper right-hand corner of the home page, there is a tab called
Register. Click Register.

Once you click this tab, you will be brought to a registra�on page where you will be
prompted to ﬁll in all the required ﬁelds. The registra�on page is seen below.
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Once all the required registra�on ﬁelds have been completed, the Terms of Service have
been accepted, and Register has been clicked, you will be directed to a new page. On this
page, a pop-up menu will appear as seen below. This pop-up will list all available sec�ons or
“Journeys” that you and other users can join. If professors are teaching mul�ple sec�ons, or if
mul�ple professors are using the site, the name of each Journey should diﬀeren�ate it from
the others to make it clear which Journey you should join.

A�er selec�on of the desired Journey, you will be prompted to enter a password. Each
Journey or registered sec�on will have a unique password to help keep students separated
accordingly. Each sec�on is password protected so you can only register for your correct
sec�on. Once you submit the correct password, you will be brought to the EconJourney
Dashboard as seen below. It is here that you can select your Journey under Your Adventures.
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The ﬁrst �me you select on your Journey under Your Adventures, you will be prompted
to choose a role. The roles consist of Ac�vist, Leader, and Entrepreneur. No mater what role
you choose, you will be responsible for the same number of wri�ng assignments. Below is a
preview of the menu where you can choose your Journey role.

Tabs
There will be 6 tabs visible to you on the EconJourney home page. They consist of
EconJourney, About Us, FAQ, Stories, How it Works and Getting Started. In addi�on to these
tabs, in the upper right-hand corner of the home page, there is a bell symbol and a hello
message with your ﬁrst name. Below is a more in-depth explana�on of each of these tabs.

EconJourney Tab:
The EconJourney tab reads EconJourney, game design linked to learning, and will bring
you and other users back to the home page of the website. The home page of the EconJourney
website features a variety of modules and shortcuts that will direct you to diﬀerent areas of the
website more quickly and eﬃciently. Three key modules or shortcuts, as seen below, consist of
Learn economics as you write a story, Getting Started, and Schedule. Selec�ng Learn economics
as you write a story will bring you to the same page as selec�ng How it Works in the top
naviga�on bar. This page gives you a brief explana�on and overview of EconJourney, including
the reasoning and goals behind EconJourney and why wri�ng is important to the process.
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Getting Started will bring you to the same page if you decided to select Getting Started. This
page explains how to start using your EconJourney account and gives a visual order of
assignments. The third module, Schedule, displays your professor’s class schedule with due
dates, weekly microeconomic terms, and assigned readings (if applicable).

About Us Tab:
About Us in the top naviga�on bar of the EconJourney home page will bring you and
other students to a page describing how EconJourney came to be, and how the pla�orm has
evolved over the years.
FAQ Tab:
FAQ will bring you to a page lis�ng Frequently Asked Ques�ons, with corresponding
answers. These ques�ons address common func�onality, content, and website ques�ons that
have previously been asked by students. If you have a ques�on and it is not answered on this
page, you can contact your professor or use the tech-support contact at the botom of the
page for technical diﬃcul�es, or to ask unanswered ques�ons.
Stories Tab:
Stories oﬀers you the ability to read 5 diﬀerent ﬁnal story examples that can oﬀer
inspira�on and guidance on how to complete some the stage, chapter, and ﬁnal story
assignments. In addi�on to these examples, Stories oﬀers some quick direc�on and guidance if
you are struggling. There is a wri�ng guide consis�ng of �ps on how to build a story line,
developing a strong character, se�ng the stage of a story, adding texture to a story, crea�ng a
challenge for your character to overcome, and accurately sequencing events in a story. You can
refer to this tab to gain more insight into the EconJourney process.
How it Works Tab:
How it Works oﬀers you a breakdown of the EconJourney process. This includes the
context and/or reasoning for EconJourney alongside the goals of the pla�orm. This tab
highlights the importance of a story-based approach and how wri�ng plays an essen�al role,
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especially for students like you. How it Works also lays out the structure of the 12-stage
approach to the EconJourney pla�orm.
Ge�ng Started Tab:
Getting Started provides you and other students with a visual �meline of your Journey.
This includes the breakdown and �ming of each assignment (stages, chapters, peer reviews,
and the ﬁnal paper). This tab also details how to speciﬁcally use your EconJourney account and
start your ﬁrst Journey!
Bell Symbol:
The bell symbol, seen circled to the right, brings up a
pop-up menu on the right side of the user’s screen. This pop
up menu details any announcements and/or no�ﬁca�ons that
may be posted, reminding you of important assignments
and/or due dates. An example of a no�ﬁca�on that you might
receive would be “Congrats! We were able to make a peer
review match for Econ [Journey Name] at [Assignment]. Go
review your peer’s work now!”. This speciﬁc no�ﬁca�on would
be received a�er you complete a chapter assignment, as your
next step is to complete a peer review assignment. The menu
showing both no�ﬁca�ons and announcements is seen below.
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Welcome Dropdown:
On the EconJourney homepage, if you click on the welcome tab in the top right corner
that states Hello along with your ﬁrst name, a dropdown menu with 7 op�ons will appear. A
preview of this is seen circled below. These op�ons include Dashboard, Peer Reviews, Your
Grades, Your Concepts, Worksheets, Start a Journey, and Logout. Each of these op�ons will
bring you to a diﬀerent sec�on of the EconJourney website as described below.

Dashboard:
Under the welcome dropdown menu, Dashboard brings you to a new page �tled
“Welcome to EconJourney”. This page gives you an overview of the EconJourney process, in
addi�on to highligh�ng any earned badges and Journeys you are par�cipa�ng in. A preview of
Dashboard is seen below.
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The most important aspect of Dashboard, is that this page acts as
a terminal where you, and other students, can begin working on, and
con�nue working on, Journey assignments. Under Your Adventures is a
list of Journeys you are par�cipa�ng in. For a majority of you, you
should only be registered for one Journey. For each Journey listed,
however, there is a reminder, highlighted green, reminding you which
stage you are at (i.e. Stage 5). Once you select a Journey, you will be
redirected and brought to the Story Coach page for that speciﬁc
Journey. Story Coach is where you will be submi�ng your assignments.
More informa�on on Story Coach is below.
Story Coach:
Story Coach is the page where the majority of all EconJourney
assignments will be completed and submited. These assignments include all stage and
chapter submissions. The Story Coach page layout for all stages, consist of a challenge stage,
three challenge ques�ons, an atribute selec�on ques�on, and your own stage submission as
described previously. A preview of the Story Coach page for Stage 1 is seen below.
Besides requiring you to
submit stage and chapter
assignments, Story Coach has a
variety of important tools to help
you succeed in your Journey. These
tools include a summary box in the
top right corner, detailing your
chosen role (Leader, Ac�vist, or
Entrepreneur), the current
atribute, the current stage, and
the due date of the assignment.
Other tools consist of a progress
bar, explicitly showing how much
progress you have made in your
Journey to date, class informa�on,
concepts to be used in the speciﬁc
stage or assignment, and earned
badges. All of these tools aim to
keep you on track in your Journey
and ensure you are being as
successful as possible.
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Although Story Coach has an abundance of tools to help aide you in your Journey, a tool
worth no�ng is the Time Machine tool. At the top of Story Coach, no mater which stage or
chapter you are working on, there is a symbol, seen circled below, to the le� of the progress
bar. The progress bar itself shows how much progress you have made in your Journey, but the
Time Machine tool goes much more in-depth.

Speciﬁcally, the Time Machine feature gives you the ability to see all your progress,
work, and achievements for your Journey in chronological order. Time Machine begins by
marking your ﬁrst milestone on EconJourney, the date and �me you began your Journey and
the role you chose. It then tells you the date and �me you received your ﬁrst badge, and
previews the badge below. Time Machine also includes the dates and �mes of when you
submited stage and chapter assignments. If you click view on a speciﬁc stage or chapter, as
circled below, you will be able to see the speciﬁc stage or chapter in depth, including the grade
you received on the assignment. A preview of the Time Machine tool can be seen below.
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Story Coach for chapter assignments oﬀers all the same tools oﬀered as Story Coach for
stage assignments. The only thing that diﬀers is the assignment that you must be submit, and
the corresponding content. Instead of having to read a challenge stage and answer challenge
ques�ons, the Story Coach page for all chapter assignments outlines your previous stages, and
provides you with chapter assignment �ps. A preview of Story Coach for chapter assignments
is below. For a complete overview, see page 9.

Peer Reviews:
In addi�on to Dashboard under the welcome dropdown menu, there is a Peer Reviews
op�on. Peer Reviews brings you to a new page where you can see the peer reviews you have
given to other students, and the peer reviews you have received from other students. Once a
you complete a chapter, you will be automa�cally matched with a peer in the same Journey,
and will be able to complete a peer review of that peer’s chapter. Under Peer Reviews, you can
see the status of a peer review (i.e. wai�ng to be reviewed), the name of the peer who is
responsible for reviewing your paper, and subsequently whose assignment you are reviewing.
To complete a peer review, you simply download the PDF version of a classmate’s assignment,
ﬁll out of the corresponding peer review worksheet, and upload the review once complete.
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Your Grades:
Your Grades oﬀers you the ability to see each assignment you have submited while
taking part in your Journey, whether it has been graded yet, and if so, the grade you received
on the assignment.
Your Concepts:
Under Your Concepts, you can see an overview of all the economic terms, alongside a
deﬁni�on of each concept, under the corresponding stage. Your Concepts is a great study tool
for students, especially when it comes to reviewing material for exams.
Worksheets:
Worksheets is where you will ﬁnd all the worksheet PDF ﬁles that you will need to
submit. The Introduc�on, Chapters 1-3, Ending, and Peer Review worksheets are all located
here. You can open the links and ﬁll out the textboxes in the PDF ﬁle or print out the
worksheet and hand write the informa�on. Depending on how your professor wants to have
these assignments submited, they can either be printed and handed in while in class, or they
can be downloaded and uploaded to the EconJourney site itself once complete. This tab
provides all the worksheets that you are expected to complete throughout the semester.
Start a Journey:
Start a Journey oﬀers you and other students the ability to select a new Journey to
complete. However, be aware to register for a new Journey, you need to have the correct
password. When you select Start a Journey the same pop-up menu appears that was shown
a�er you ini�ally registered for the EconJourney site. This menu lists all possible registra�on
sec�ons or Journeys that you can join. It is here that you can select a new Journey to begin.
Logout:
Logout enables you and all users to sign out of their account on the EconJourney site. A
unique tool of the EconJourney website is Journey Auto-Return. This means if you leave or
logout of the website, you will be brought directly back to where you le� oﬀ in your Journey
once you log back in.
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In-Class Practices
Worksheet Days
Although this is up to the discre�on of your professor, the EconJourney worksheets can
and may be integrated into your class. Your professor might decide to use the three chapter
worksheets that need to be completed as an in-class assignment. These in-class assignments
would be structured like a peer review, and oﬀer you and other students the opportunity to
receive even more feedback on your wri�ng before the chapter assignment is due. The
suggested in-class worksheet assignment would follow these steps:
1. Prior to class, you would ﬁll out the chapter worksheet on your own, in regards to your
own story. This will be completed as a homework assignment and passed in, or
submited online, for credit.
2. For the in-class assignment, you will bring a copy of your completed chapter
worksheet, a copy of your 4 stages that make up the corresponding chapter, and a
blank copy of the chapter worksheet.
3. In class, you will be paired with another student. Your professors will decide whether
they want to assign student partners themselves, or if you can pick your own partner.
4. You and your partner will swap chapters/stages and ﬁll out the blank worksheet for
your partner’s story.
5. Once the worksheet is complete, you and your partner can discuss how each other
ﬁlled out the chapter worksheet for each other’s stories.
6. At the end of the in-class assignment, you will have the chapter worksheet you ﬁlled
out yourself, and a chapter worksheet that your partner ﬁlled out. You can use these
two worksheets to compare and see if your partner was able to understand the
message you were trying to convey in your story. Speciﬁcally, you can look at the short
summaries and see if they are similar, or vastly diﬀerent. You will also be able to tell
whether your partner picked up on the microeconomic terms you were trying to
describe. If your partner iden�ﬁed an incorrect term, or was not able to iden�fy a term
at all, you should add more story details to ensure your use of the economic
term/terms will be recognized by the grader once you submit the chapter assignment.
Lastly, you will also be able to see if your transi�onal sentences were clear enough, or
if they need revising.
During these worksheet days, you might see a few graders atend your class and help you
engage in the exercise. Since these graders are the ones assessing your wri�ng, they will be
able to help steer you and other students in the right direc�on in terms of planning your
chapter. Therefore, if you have ques�ons, ask them. This is a good �me to directly ask graders
ques�ons on how to improve your wri�ng and how to beter integrate terms and concepts into
your story. Although graders will not iden�fy whether they are the one grading your
assignments, it is acceptable to ask them other ques�ons.
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Appendix A: Student Final Story Example
In 1924, sixteen-year-old, Pascal Adessi, stepped onto the wooden planks of the docks at
New York City’s harbor. A�er traveling more than 4,200 miles from a small town in Northern Italy,
Pascal and his family had arrived in NYC. Leaving behind his father’s successful pizzeria, Adessi
Pizzaiolo, along with his friends, Pascal was hesitant to move to a country he had only heard
about, and never seen. Overwhelmed by the skyscrapers that shaped NYC’s skyline, Pascal
became a homebody and rarely le� the apartment he and his family began ren�ng.
Six years later, a�er losing both of his parents, and not being able to support himself,
Pascal was forced to move in with his Aunt in Greenwich, Connec�cut. At age 22, in hopes of
honoring his parent’s legacy, Pascal sought to open an authen�c Italian pizzeria in his new
hometown. Pascal asked his older cousin, Giuseppe, who had been born in Connec�cut, and was
now a ﬁnancial advisor and a part-�me real-estate agent, to be partners and open Adessi
Pizzaiolo II. However, never atending school and only being aware of his parents’ famous recipes,
Pascal was not sure how to start a new business. To make the problem worse, the newspaper
began to report that tomatoes were to be in shortage this season, an ingredient necessary to
recreate his family’s recipes that had been forged over 100 years prior. Therefore, due to the lack
of tomatoes, Pascal had a choice to make. He had to weigh the costs and beneﬁts of opening this
pizzeria. The decision was to either open the pizzeria, in the midst of a tomato famine, or focus
on his educa�on and go to school. Due to the fact Pascal would not be able to open Adessi
Pizzaiolo II and go to school simultaneously, the cost of doing one and not the other would be
either the loss of an educa�on or the loss of income possibly earned from the pizzeria being a
success.
A�er realizing his parents’ legacy was more important than going to school, and the lack
of pizzerias throughout Greenwich, Pascal decided he would go through with the opening of
Adessi Pizzaiolo II. Strategically speaking, Pascal believed he would be able to capitalize on the
small pizzeria market that had yet to be established in his hometown. The only other authen�c
Italian pizzeria in Greenwich did not have a good reputa�on, especially a�er the owners were
arrested on suspicion of having �es to the mob. A�er receiving an ini�al investment of
$250,000 from his cousin, Giuseppe, Pascal was able to buy a small store-front downtown that
would be the loca�on for Adessi Pizzaiolo II.
Completely forge�ng about the shortage of tomatoes and a�er failing to grow his own,
Pascal was not able to make the sauce necessary to recreate his family’s famous recipes.
Therefore, he was not able to go through with the grand opening. To overcome this obstacle,
Pascal contacted the owner of March Farms, Fred and Bety March, in Middleton, Connec�cut.
Since March Farms specialized in growing red and green tomatoes, Pascal sought to enter into
a trade agreement with the farm. Knowing Fred and Bety were pizza connoisseurs, Pascal
wanted to trade his pizza dough for their tomatoes. This made sense because Pascal had an
advantage at making pizza dough, while Fred and Bety had an advantage of growing tomatoes
due to their resources. A�er a week of nego�a�ng, it was setled that Pascal would give March
Farms ﬁ�een pizza doughs, in exchange for twenty pounds of tomatoes, each and every week.
A�er many months of hard work and mul�ple setbacks, Adessi Pizzaiolo II opened its
doors to a ﬂood of new customers in and around Greenwich, Connec�cut. The ini�al reviews
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for the restaurants were great! Pascal and his employees were known for being extremely
invi�ng, and the restaurant itself was described as having an aura of authen�c Italy. Within a
month, Adessi Pizzaiolo II was well-known for its pies, especially the Pizza Margherita, which
was baked over one hundred �mes a night.
Six months had passed since the opening of Adessi Pizzaiolo II, and Pascal and the
restaurant had developed consistent and loyal customers, genera�ng a strong monthly
revenue. However, Pascal, driving home one night, realized a new pizzeria was in the process of
opening just two streets over. Pascal immediately became suspicious of who was opening this
pizzeria and the eﬀects it would have on the pizzeria market in Greenwich. The market in which
Pascal operated was very small and over the last couple of months, Adessi Pizzaiolo II had
begun domina�ng it. A�er talking to Giuseppe, Pascal’s cousin, Pascal learned the economic
eﬀects of a new ﬁrm entering the market. This new pizzeria would shi� the supply curve to the
right, and in turn, shi� the economic equilibrium of the pizzeria market.
Due to the rightward shi� of the supply curve, the equilibrium price was to decrease
and the equilibrium quan�ty was to increase. This worried Pascal because he was selling pizzas
at the current equilibrium price of $18.99, and if the equilibrium price was to decrease, he
would be selling pizza pies above the market price. To be compe��ve, Pascal decided to lower
the prices of his pizza pies to the new equilibrium price of $15.99 per pie. He hoped that
lowering his prices would atract more customers, and in the long run, help build the Adessi
Pizzaiolo brand.
Throughout Greenwich, the compe��on between Adessi Pizzaiolo II and the newly
opened pizzeria, Grand Apizza, was growing. Although Adessi Pizzaiolo II had a steady stream of
customers each day, Pascal was worried that he was losing customers. Therefore, to dis�nguish
his business from Grand Apizza, Pascal wanted to start selling calzones. Pascal thought that he
could easily start baking and selling calzones since he had mastered the art of pizza making.
A�er ge�ng advice from his family, Pascal decided it would, in fact, beneﬁt both the restaurant
and the customer to start selling calzones.
However, a�er thinking long and hard, Pascal did not know what to price the calzones
at. Pascal knew the government had recently passed price regula�ons in the restaurant
industry to ensure the prices of certain food items did not exceed or fall below a certain limit.
Speciﬁcally, the regula�ons stated the price of a calzone could not exceed $20. Pascal knew this
regula�on represented the maximum price he was allowed to charge for a product. Based on
this informa�on, it was decided that the price of an Adessi Pizzaiolo calzone would be $18.
Pascal focused on preparing the most delicious calzones possible to atract more and more
customers.
The chefs at Adessi Pizzaiolo II could not keep up with the demand for calzones. Pascal’s
idea that oﬀering calzones would dis�nguish Adessi Pizzaiolo II from Grand Apizza seemed to
be working. However, the supply of calzones was beginning to run dry. Pascal and the chefs
were not able to bake calzones at the rate necessary to keep up with customers’ requests.
Therefore, in atempt to ﬁght the large demand from customers, Pascal thought about
increasing the price of the calzones. However, Pascal worried that this price increase would
cause a signiﬁcant decrease in quan�ty demanded.
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Due to the pizzeria market in Greenwich, Connec�cut being so small and narrow,
Giuseppe advised Pascal to go through with the price increase. He described to Pascal that
since the market was narrow, the quan�ty demanded would not decrease a signiﬁcant amount.
This seemed like the perfect solu�on for Pascal and Adessi Pizzaiolo II. Pascal needed the
customers and the quan�ty demanded to decrease ever so slightly to ensure he was able to
keep up with the demand. Giuseppe also provided Pascal with more beneﬁcial news. Since
demand would not change too much and the price of the calzones was to increase, total
revenue was most likely to increase as well. This was music to Pascal’s ears. An increase in total
revenue meant more proﬁt for the restaurant since no addi�onal costs were required for the
price change.
Over the next couple of weeks, Adessi Pizzaiolo II remained as popular and busy as it
had been since the beginning. Each day, Pascal would drive to work and spend more than
twelve hours in the kitchen bossing the other chefs around. Pascal’s aunts and cousins would
always tell him that he worked too hard and needed to take a couple days oﬀ for himself.
However, Pascal never followed their advice.
Pascal only followed his family’s advice a�er having an anxiety atack. Pascal had gone
into work one Friday night, and there was a line out the door. To make things worse, all the
chefs, besides one, had not shown up to work. Since he knew he was the only reliable
employee, Pascal atempted to bake for the all the customers. It was only a�er 45 minutes that
Pascal learned he was not invisible. He broke down emo�onally, succumbing to the noisy
customers in the pizzeria. Pascal kicked all the customers out, and spent the next two hours
crying in the back of Adessi Pizzaiolo. It was this moment that Pascal realized he needed a
break from work.
In atempt to take his mind oﬀ work, Pascal decided to focus on his personal life. He had
always dreamed of owning more than one house or boat one day, and now seemed like the
perfect �me to invest in one of these dreams. However, Pascal knew that he had to make a
choice, since the money in his bank account was limited. The house Pascal wanted was in
Greenwich, only ten minutes away from his aunt, and directly on the water. The boat, although
cheaper, seemed to be the perfect size. Pascal knew he would receive enjoyment and
sa�sfac�on from whichever one he chose. Since Pascal already had a house and a boat, he
decided to look at both in terms of the sa�sfac�on he would receive per dollar he spent. This
meant comparing the amount of addi�onal sa�sfac�on from spending an addi�onal dollar in
either the second house or boat. A�er looking at this, Pascal found that the house would give
him more sa�sfac�on per dollar, making it the smarter decision.
Pascal’s break from Adessi Pizzaiolo was one of the best decisions he had made in a
long �me. He began to realize that there was more to life than working hard to make money.
Pascal decided to extend his break for an addi�onal month to ensure the renova�ons he was
performing in his recently purchased home were complete before returning to work. In the
mean�me, while Pascal was away, he decided to hire addi�onal workers for the pizzeria. There
were now ten bakers in the Adessi Pizzaiolo kitchen and three pizza ovens.
Over the next month, Pascal began to receive reports from his general manager that the
workers were becoming less produc�ve. Not as many pizzas were leaving the kitchen and this
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was a concern. Pascal wondered that if the amount of pizza ovens was the cause of the
produc�vity decrease. Giuseppe explained to Pascal that since there were only three pizza
ovens for ten workers, the workers were adding to the total output of pizzas at a decreasing
rate. Pascal recognized this as an immediate issue for the pizzeria as it demonstrated to him
that resources were not being eﬃciently allocated. In addi�on to this, Pascal became aware
that since his workers were less produc�ve, the cost per pizza was increasing. This scared
Pascal because he wanted his business to be extremely eﬃcient.
In atempt to solve this problem, Pascal contemplated purchasing more pizza ovens.
However, before doing so, he wanted to meet with an accountant to go over the costs of
running Adessi Pizzaiolo. Currently the rent of the building was $800/month and the cost of
ingredients was 30% of the restaurant’s monthly income. This meant that the cost of
ingredients was based on changes in output. If more output was planned, then more
ingredients were purchased, and the cost of ingredients increased. The opposite in this case
also applies. To avoid purchasing more pizza ovens, Pascal decided to let the employees he had
previously hired go. Therefore, the resources were once again eﬃciently allocated.
The �me had come for Pascal to return to work. Although he had enjoyed his �me oﬀ,
he realized that the success of Adessi Pizzaiolo rested in his hands. Towards the end of his
vaca�on, Pascal began to think about the trade deal he had with March Farms. Although he
already had a trade agreement with Fred and Bety, the demand for Adessi Pizzaiolo pizzas
caused Pascal to begin purchasing tomatoes in addi�on to the trade agreement. However, the
amount of money he was spending on these tomatoes was extremely high, resul�ng in an
increase in the cost of produc�on. This was an issue for Pascal because his goal for Adessi
Pizzaiolo was to produce his pizza at the lowest possible cost. Therefore, Pascal began to
research the agriculture industry.
A�er extensive research, and talking to his cousin, Pascal learned more about the
agriculture sector of the economy. One of the biggest surprises to Pascal was that a perfectly
compe��ve ﬁrm, like March Farms, could not aﬀect the market price. Giuseppe had previously
warned Pascal to ensure March Farms was selling their tomatoes at market price, but Pascal
had not done so because he trusted the Marchs. However, come to learn, Fred and Bety had
been overcharging their clients. Once Pascal became aware of this situa�on, he cancelled all
orders. Over the next week, other clients of March Farms learned of the same situa�on, and
March Farms lost all their customers. Fred and Bety atempted to raise their price above
market price, and this caused buyers, including Pascal, to turn to compe�tors in the area.
Luckily enough, Pascal learned through his research that it was easy for ﬁrms to enter
and exit this industry. This meant there would be plenty of ﬁrms to which Pascal could
purchase tomatoes from. Pascal reached out to the owners of August Farms in the town over.
He began to order tomatoes because the owners of August Farms charged market price, and
had a reputa�on of honesty. Pascal had only been back at work for two weeks, and he was
once again saving Adessi Pizzaiolo from disaster.
A�er years of serving pizza and calzones, Pascal wanted to once again diversify the
Adessi Pizzaiolo menu. To ﬁnd the items that would be best received from customers, Pascal
turned to the always reliable complaint box. One of the most popular complaints recorded was
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that that Adessi Pizzaiolo did not oﬀ any dessert op�ons. A�er reading over 20 of the same
complaints, Pascal decided that he would begin oﬀering the most desired, and the most
authen�c Italian dessert, the cannoli. To create the best tas�ng, and most authen�c cannoli,
Pascal would need to purchase Marsala wine for the ﬁlling. This wine was a necessity as it
oﬀered an extremely unique ﬂavor that complimented the ricota cheese in the ﬁlling.
A�er searching various grocery stores throughout Connec�cut, Pascal could not ﬁnd
Marsala wine anywhere. A�er talking to his friends and family, Pascal learned that Marsala
wine was only sold by one ﬁrm, Williams-Sonoma Wines. To make things worse, Marsala wine
had no close subs�tutes. Although categorized as a wine, Marsala wine was not in fact a typical
wine. Instead of coming from grapes, Marsala wine came from fermented cherries. Over the
years no other ﬁrms had tried to compete with Williams-Sonoma since the barriers to entry
into the Marsala wine market were so diﬃcult to overcome. In fact, Williams-Sonoma Wines
planned on purchasing all of the cherries grown in the United States, making it almost
impossible for another ﬁrm to create and sell Marsala wine.
Due to the extenua�ng circumstances, Pascal had no choice but to contact WilliamsSonoma Wines. He learned that since the ﬁrm restricts its output of Marsala wine to 1,000
botles/year, if he was to purchase a botle of Marsala wine, he could have to pay a premium
price of $500/botle. Pascal decided that if he was to actually make the best tas�ng cannoli's,
he would need to make an order. Therefore, Pascal ordered three botles and began produc�on
of cannoli's at Adessi Pizzaiolo.
It was not long un�l Pascal had another problem on his hands at Adessi Pizzaiolo. Pascal
had gone into work one day and learned that a pop-up shop of a Greek pizzeria had opened
down the street in Greenwich’s town park. Pascal was �red of dealing with issues at Adessi
Pizzaiolo, and especially �red of compe��on. This Greek pop-up, named Kastore’s, made Pascal
especially nervous because they were oﬀering similar, but not iden�cal, products compared to
Adessi Pizzaiolo. Although Greek pizza diﬀered from Italian pizza, they were compe�ng in the
same market, and therefore, were aiming to atract similar customers. However, Pascal’s
worries were no longer present a�er two days. Due to a failure to atract customers, Kastore’s
closed its pop-up shop and le� Greenwich.
So much �me had passed since Pascal le� his home in Italy, and arrived in New York City
with his family. Reﬂec�ng back, Pascal could not believe how successful he had become since
his parents passed away. In a way, their deaths marked a turning point in Pascal’s life. He
wanted to honor their legacy, and did so by opening Adessi Pizzaiolo. But now, a�er years of
working hard in the kitchen, and serving the customers of Greenwich, Pascal was ready to pass
the restaurant on to Giuseppe’s son, Giovanni. However, before doing so, Pascal wanted to
ensure Adessi Pizzaiolo was in the best market posi�on possible, enabling it to be successful in
the future.
Therefore, to achieve this goal, Pascal wanted to eliminate one of the biggest challenges
he faced while managing Adessi Pizzaiolo, compe��on. Thankfully enough, over the last couple
of months a lot of Adessi Pizzaiolo’s compe�tors had closed. However, there were s�ll a few
remaining ﬁrms that dominated the market, including Adessi Pizzaiolo. Due to the market
being dominated by a small number of larger, more inﬂuen�al, ﬁrms, Pascal had an incen�ve to
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work secretly with them. He thought that if he was able to discuss with them, and come to
some type of agreement, then proﬁts would be maximized for everybody in the industry.
However, Giuseppe warned Pascal before doing so that conduc�ng business this way was
illegal, and he should be careful.
Pascal decided to ignore Giuseppe’s advice, and set up a mee�ng with all of the owners
of Adessi Pizzaiolo’s compe�tors. A�er much delibera�on, and persuasion, Pascal had
convinced everybody that it was in all of their best interests to charge the same price. Instead
of worrying about each other and what pizzeria was charging what price, they now had an
agreement in terms of pricing. Pascal had achieved what he set out to accomplish, price
stability, and now felt more comfortable passing the reigns of Adessi Pizzaiolo over to Giovanni.
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